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WELCOME AND
THANK YOU FOR
REQUESTING THE
LATEST 2G FLICX
PITCH BROCHURE.
At Flicx UK we are on a mission to help cricket
to grow globally by CREATING NEW or
DEVELOPING EXISTING facilities with our unique
portable, roll out wicket. Flicx was started in 1997
by Richard Beghin with a vision of creating a level
playing field for sport in post-apartheid South
Africa where there was a glaring lack of suitable
facilities in many communities. In the years since,
thousands of pitches have been sent to all corners
of the globe with the star quality of the Flicx Pitch
being its versatility. Be it for adult or junior cricket,
hard ball, or soft ball, matches or training, outdoors
or indoors, The Flicx pitch solution will help you …
• ADD EXTRA CAPACITY.
• INCREASE PARTICIPATION.
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Fast forward to 2021 season and 2G Flicx Pitch is
now UK made and we are proud to have supplied
pitches recently to organisations including Cricket
Australia, Japan Cricket Association, Surrey Cricket,
top cricket clubs and schools worldwide as well as
many backyards, hosting endless hours of cricket
practice for the next generation of cricket stars.
Customer service is at the heart of our business
values and our small team will go above and
beyond to ensure all 2G Flicx Pitches are delivering
outstanding performance. You can contact us at
any time with your questions and we hope you
enjoy reading about the huge range of applications
possible with the 2G Flicx Pitch as well as various
case studies, brilliant testimonials plus some of
the stranger cricket matches that a Flicx Pitch has
hosted!

• IMPROVE THE STANDARDS OF YOUR
MATCHES AND TRAINING AND THEREFORE
PLAYER SKILLS.

Do get in touch. Thanks

• ATTRACT AND INSPIRE NEW PLAYERS.

Kate Costin,
Marketing and General Manager
kate@flicx.com

• DEVELOP COMMUNITY CRICKET LINKS.

CONVERTING GRASS
FIELDS FOR MATCHES
& TRAINING
Converting grass football, soccer or rugby fields, parks, and green open spaces into
additional or new cricket pitches is the most common application of the 2G Flicx Pitch. This
allows clubs and schools to expand their capacity and create space for new teams at satellite
venues that perhaps were not opened up for cricket use previously. On existing cricket
grounds, the 2G Flicx Pitch enables you to create a second wicket, have an extra portable
artificial surface in place or to host multiple junior matches simultaneously, run cricket festivals
on one single oval divided up or make extra cricket nets!
AS A MAIN SQUARE

AS A SECOND SQUARE

Flicx gives you the ability to create a new cricket pitch by
converting football, rugby pitches into a cricket venue. Iceland
Cricket for example developed a brand-new cricket ground (the
most northernly in the world) by preparing a firm, flat surface
then rolling the 2G Flicx Pitch out; whilst many other clubs in
Europe and the US frequently convert other sporting venues for
cricket with our roll out wicket. Often facility owners / councils
will not want a concrete strip in the middle of a sports pitch due
to clashes with other sports users and do not want the grass
surface underneath damaged so again the 2G Flicx Pitch ticks
a lot of boxes in terms of getting multiple sports at one venue.

At more traditional cricket grounds, often there is the need to
create a second square for 2nd or 3rd team fixtures to take
pressure off the main square especially when adverse weather
also impacts preparation. Flicx creates for you a portable and
versatile second square at a fraction of the cost of an artificial
pitch without being tied in permanently. If the groundsman
does not want their turf wicket used during training; again,
you have the flexibility to roll the Flicx Pitch over the top of
main square to protect it ahead of the weekend’s games.

“Our 2G Flicx Pitch is really good. Our bowlers really like it
and we have achieved considerable success this season with
the bat. Playing on a Flicx Pitch is a really great and costeffective option for us, and we are incredibly happy with the
pitches performance” - Soundar Alagesan, CCB Bayern

CONVERTING OTHER GRASS PITCHES FOR CRICKET
In schools where cricket ovals are at a premium, having the
flexibility to roll out a pitch to convert other sports pitches
into an additional cricketing venue allows more players to
participate in cricket matches and training.

“We’ve only two cricket squares so we use the Flicx mats to give
more boys the opportunity to play cricket. We also have lowerability, soft ball games on there to get more fixtures in. It’s all to
increase participation.” – Dan Brown, Head of Cricket at UCS

The beauty and value for Southern Districts Cricket Club for
example is that the Flicx Pitch does not impact the curators
pitch preparations. The used wicket alone is too soft for
batting, but the Flicx Pitch rolled out on top provides a firm,
flat surface and so is the best alternative for the club.

TO EXTEND THE SEASON
Bute Cricket Club have been using their 2G Flicx Pitch for
many years to extend their season. Previously matches were
called off due to the vagaries of the Scottish weather but since
their 2G Flicx Pitch purchase, they have been able to fulfil
more matches and thus extend the season and get games of
cricket on despite bad weather.

CONVERTING PARKS AND OPEN SPACES
Maximising green and open spaces in the community for
cricket is another hugely valuable application of the 2G Flicx
Pitch. Public parks now host cricket, whilst in urban areas, with
green space at a premium, Flicx allows space to be prioritised
for cricket.

“SPJCC now has six 2G Flicx Pitches which are helping to
increase the standard of junior cricket games in Perth. 630
kids play at over 20 different grounds in the city with the Flicx
Pitch rolled out. The Flicx pitch provides a stable, realistic cricket
pitch surface for Juniors to play on.
Every single park can, within fifteen to twenty minutes, be
turned into a cricket pitch!” said a SPJCC representative.
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CREATING OUTDOOR
NETS & UTILISING
YOUR OUTFIELD
OUTDOOR CRICKET NETS
As each 2G Flicx Match Pitch is supplied as two half
pitch batting ends (or batting ends can be purchased as
standalone products), the same 2G Flicx Pitch can be used
to create additional net bays for training. Many schools
and clubs are creating extra practice facilities in this way.
Every use case, which customers take advantage of, gives
additional value for money and more opportunities to play
more cricket. With this method of creating extra nets, again
the preparation is minimal especially on an outfield in good
condition – the grass would just need to be cut short down to
15mm ahead of rolling out the Flicx mats.

“The adaptability to keep training with the help of the Flicx
Pitch providing extra facilities during the pandemic has
made cricket nets possible this year” “The performance of
the surface is exactly what you would expect of any artificial
or grass wicket. Providing a consistent bounce, good carry
and grip for seam and spin bowlers; and giving batsmen
confidence”- Mark Barrington, The Cathedral School

HOSTING CRICKET FESTIVALS

A BETTER STANDARD OF
INDOOR CRICKET MATTING
Customers are increasingly using their 2G Flicx Pitch for indoor nets due to its excellent
performance and ease of use. Flicx pitches are quick and easy to roll out and back
up and require minimal storage space. Traditional indoor cricket matting is very
cumbersome and becomes wavy and worn quickly so needs replacing regularly. Indeed,
players find this type of cricket matting unrealistic to match conditions … for bowlers
their line and length can be different as generally you get too much pace and bounce
on hard floors so for batters there is a disconnect in timings between indoor nets and the
low, slow early season club wickets generally on offer. The 2G Flicx Pitch is different...
TOP QUALITY INDOOR CRICKET MATTING

The final application we have seen with the 2G Flicx Pitch
outside on grass has been hosting cricket festivals. In the
same way described in the ground utilisation section, cricket
festivals can be hosted at clubs and schools including this
one pictured in partnership with Ketton CC. Kids can play
matches all day often bowling from one end which also
means less time is wasted between overs and the players get
more chance to bat, bowl and field thus developing their
skills. Events of this nature also give clubs the ability to get
more families into the clubhouse with additional catering
and bar revenue opportunities.

’’With the growing number of teams entering the BGL Kwik
Cricket festival we needed to increase capacity on the Ketton
Cricket Club oval to help increase growing participation, the
additional cricket fields created by dividing the oval into 4
smaller fields. The true bounce off the 2G Flicx cricket pitches
ensured that loads of runs was scored and the fact that you
can just roll these wickets out in the outfield after cutting the
grass short meant that the ground staff were not overworked
by having to cut, roll and paint wickets where the bounce
would not have been as good as it was on the day using the
Flicx cricket pitches.’’

The 2G Flicx Pitch will enhance your indoor cricket experience
and provides a consistent surface suitable for all year-round
indoor training, practice, and instruction for players of all
levels of ability. Our 2G tile is of premium quality and the
surface is grippy yet soft so offers good bounce and carry
indoors so no head height deliveries! For bowlers there is
realistic turn and seam movement whilst for batters the ball
comes onto the bat nicely, encouraging stroke play off the
front and back foot. The result is a much more realistic indoor
nets and indoor training sessions.

Furthermore, the 2G Flicx Pitch does not corrugate or wave
so there is no movement or slide or requirement to tape the
mat down. The Flicx roll out cricket mats can be put out by
one person in a matter of minutes and are pitches should be
stored upright on their end so will take up less than 50cm
squared per roll in your storeroom. The same pitch that is used
outdoors, can also be used to create two indoor strips with
excellent performance whilst our coaching batting ends are
used for player development drills developing both batting
decision making and bowling line and length accuracy.

“Flicx have created a cricket wicket truer than any other
artificial any of us have played on. Favouring neither batsmen
nor bowlers, this is an excellent piece of kit which will help
youngsters develop their cricket and adults hone their skills –
highly recommended for any club. Alex Britten, Southwold
Cricket Club

“The 2G Flicx Skills Pitch has been a fantastic addition for
our cricketers for their winter training. Both batters and
bowlers have benefited from more visual cues and targets,
both individually and against each other” – Simon Francis,
Warwick School

INCREASING GROUND UTLISATION
Where cricket participation is growing, there is often high demand on existing facilities. With the 2G Flicx Pitch you have
the unique ability to turn 1 cricket oval into 4 or 5 junior cricket pitches by dividing up the outfield and rolling out your 2G
Flicx Pitch. Clubs and schools are playing on full pitches with shorter boundaries or split the 2 pitches into 4 batting ends to
quadruple their junior capacity (as shown in the video right) which is a no brainer for club development.

“My hope is that councils can identify non-traditional cricket ovals (eg. soccer pitches or additional green
space) and work with cricket clubs/cricket associations to activate them with clubs so we can have happy,
healthier kids running around outdoors playing cricket.” – Lauren Ebsary, SACA
Rouse Hill Rams is another great example. The Rams, on the outskirts of Sydney, purchased two Junior Multi
Age Pitches recently and are extremely happy with them as they now have four rather than two teams each
week on their home ground and four teams no longer need to travel 45 mins to play a “home game”!
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Brynston School, Guernsey Cricket Board and Wicketz Luton
NB- The 2G Flicx Pitches performance indoor varies depending on the surface underneath. We are happy to advise
you if this is your intended application ahead of purchase on the likely bounce.
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ON ASTRO’S, ARTIFICIAL
OR SYNTHETIC PITCHES

AN AMAZING BACKYARD
CRICKET TRAINING FACILITY

To expand participation, attract new players and establish cricket in developing nations,
there is often the need to explore alternative surfaces upon which to play. Where a turf
wicket is not available, one popular option is to roll the 2G Flicx Pitch out on an existing
astroturf pitch or over the top of another synthetic surface (NTP, AGP’s, 3G pitches)

The 2G Flicx Pitch is a hugely popular solution for homes to create a quality backyard
cricket venue or garden cricket net. Our 4m, 7.5m,10m or bespoke sized batting ends and
throwdowns create a premium surface to enabling endless hours of realistic cricket training
at home on a pitch you can trust to deliver CONSISTENT PACE AND BOUNCE.
The 2G Flicx Pitch can be laid on grass or an artificial
subbase. When rolling on grass the area should be flat and
firm and the grass cut short down to 15mm. It is relatively
inexpensive to create an artificial subbase for year round use.
You want your 2G Flicx Pitch to sit flush to the base rather
than float on top for optimum bounce and performance so the
better the preparation, the truer the bounce. Again, in home
settings, you can use any ball on the pitch, and it means keen
cricketers can train home and get ahead with their skills.

Eastbourne Cricket Club – Hard ball junior cricket on a hockey astro to extend the season, Cirencester School middle

ASTRO

Host exciting cricket formats all year round in all conditions.

We have had a great deal of success with clubs and schools
extending their season by playing over a hockey astro. For the
facility owner there is no damage to the pitch and for cricket
participants there is a demarcated strip and a much more
realistic surface on which to play which also gives assistance for
spinners. The pitch can be rolled out and back for each game on
settles very quickly on Astroturfs with the added benefit of being
able to play in the evening under flood lights or even to extend
the season all throughout the winter.

ASTRO STRIP

“With the pandemic restricting our club’s access to indoor facilities,
the Flicx Pitch has been a complete success and a genuine alternative.
It enabled our junior section to continue playing into the autumn and
winter uninterrupted as well as under floodlights on an otherwise
restricted surface. The Flicx Pitch provides good grip and a responsive
surface for a good bounce and is consistent and hardwearing”
– Paul Taylor, Eastbourne CC

A cost effective way to renovate worn or underperforming astros

Where clubs or schools have access to an astro strip with a concrete base, putting a 2G Flicx
Pitch on top is a great way to renovate old or upgrade underperforming astro’s without the cost
of groundworks. With an expected 20-year lifespan the 2G Flicx Pitch is cost effective and an
exceptionally durable solution plus with its huge versatility of applications. Old astro strips used
for matches and training can also be updated for a fraction of the cost whilst indoor centres with
full carpets can again have the added experience of a 2G Flicx Pitch over the top to increase the
standard of cricket possible and making the player experience as close to real turf as possible.
This is the beauty of what the 2G Flicx Pitch provides users.

SYNTHETIC PITCHES

Stockport Grammar School

Convert a football pitch (multipurpose venue)

Utilising synthetic pitches including rubbercrumb’s, 3G’s, AGP’s can be another base
on which to lay the 2G Flicx Pitch to give it multi-sport capabilities but it is important to
note that due to the huge range of specifications of these venues, that the performance
with Flicx does vary and on pitches with lots of rubber infill, longer pile lengths or newer
shockpads, the bounce can be low meaning in some cases a 2G Flicx Pitch on top
would not be suitable for adult, hard ball cricket. If this is your intended use case, please
contact us and share any pitch specifications and images with us to allow us to provide
advice for you. In many cases testing is recommended before purchase.

“We are really happy with the 2G Flicx Pitch we purchased
and how it performs with a realistic bounce, like that of a turf
wicket that matches are played on. The obvious benefit here
is the ability for Rohan to complete extra training, outside of
sessions offered by his club and school, thus helping him to get
an extra edge to his game.” – Philip Hesketh
With any pitch, you want to be able to play your shots in
confidence and replicate the innovative and elaborate strokes
seen from the likes of Buttler, Kohli and Stokes in recent years.
The 2G Flicx Pitch will allow you to do this without the ball
skidding onto the bat. The bounce is true and good which is
great for a fair contest between bat and ball in the garden.
As well as being a top-quality batting surface, the pitch is
also great for bowlers to hone their craft. Coloured coaching
targets on the skills pitch will help leg spin bowlers to get a
consistent line and length. Unlike many traditional artificial
surfaces where the ball will go straight on, the Flicx Pitch tiles
are grippy and enables bowlers to build the muscle memory
of their ‘bowling action’ by aiming for certain target tiles and
then spinning the ball onto the wicket.
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Consistent ball
bounce building
playing confidence.

9

Suitable for both
hardball OR softball
cricket

9

Easily rolls onto level
prepared grass or
structural base.

9

Corrects many
imperfections of the
undersurface

9

Prevents grass damage
in the garden.

9

Fully modular so can
be extended.

9

Takes both spin & seam
OR can be used with a
bowling machine

9

Improve batting
decision making and
bowling accuracy.

9
9

Built-in crease lines

9
9

Exceptionally durable

Choice of colours and
designs

Stores upright on its
end

10m Match Batting End, 7.5m Junior Skills Batting End, 4m
Skills Throwdown

GET EXPERT HOME PITCH ADVICE
If you are looking to create the
perfect backyard cricket academy,
call Gary or one of our helpful team
on +44(0)1295 816765. Gary can
help chat through how to prepare a
suitable under surface for your 2G
Flicx Pitch or if you do not have a
suitable lawn area, creating a costeffective aggregate base. In addition,
Flicx UK can also supply a range
of portable home nets and bowling
machines to complete your home
training set up and enable you to take
your cricket skills to the next level.

Gary Luke
Sales & Office Manager
gary@flicx.com

“That’s PE sorted. Absolutely amazing customer service from
Flicx Pitch and a fantastic product. Best money I ever spent! The
saviour of both the sanity of my 10 year old and my kitchen“
@KRobbo9

Balbriggan Cricket Club
6
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SELECT YOUR 2G FLICX PITCH
SIZE & DESIGN OPTIONS
Each 2G Flicx Pitch is handmade to order in the UK, so ANY size or design
is possible. We offer a range of standard sizes and the choice between two
match pitch designs and two coaching pitch designs with quick delivery.

1.

CHOOSE YOUR SIZE

4 x 1.4m

7.5 x 1.6m

10 x 1.8m

14.12 x 1.8m

Throwdown

Junior
Batting End

Batting End

Junior Pitches

16.12 x 1.8m

18.12 x 1.8m

20.12 x 1.8m

22.12 x 1.8m

Senior Pitch

Extra Length
Pitch

O R C R E AT E A B E S P O K E S I Z E O F YO U R C H O I C E T O F I T T H E S PAC E YO U H AV E AVA I L A B L E
Pitches can also be sized up and quoted in yards eg – 15 yards (u9’s), 17 yards (u11’s), 19 yards (u13’s), 22 yards (full)

2.

CHOOSE YOUR DESIGN

2G Flicx Match Pitch

2G Flicx Multi Age Pitch

2G Flicx Skills Pitch

PERSONALISATION –
GENERATE SPONSORSHIP
WITH LOGO BRANDING
One of the great ways to bespoke your 2G Flicx
Pitch is by adding a logo. Clubs and Schools
have added their own logo to the pitch whilst
others have used this branding as an opportunity
to attract new or reward existing sponsors – with
an amazingly visual marketing opportunity.
UNIQUE BRANDING
Chirpies Cricket Academy, a cricket coaching company on
Jersey, recently funded their 2G Flicx Junior Batting End thanks
to a donation from Low Carbon and the pitch carries their logo
and will be used extensively for cricket development on the
island. It’s great exposure for the sponsor whilst for Chirpies, it
has allowed them to add an extra element to their programme
with the ability to take cricket to various venues, boosting
player numbers. Certainly a win-win!

Our digital printing partners can print exceptional detail
and match pantone shades exactly whilst logo mock-ups are
available to help you “sell” the idea to potential funders or
sponsors. Any size is possible, but our standard size is 600 x
1100mm which is from £250. The print and finish are sealed
and treated to withstand the conditions and make the print last
with the logo typically being situated off centre in low footfall
areas. Multiple logos can be added to accommodate extra
sponsors whilst with the pitch being modular, logos can be
switched if sponsors change from season to season providing
an ongoing income stream.

2G Flicx Eagle Eye Pitch

BESTSELLER – THE MAGIC OF MAP. Our Multi Age Pitch allows multiple age groups (seniors
and juniors) to be hosted on one portable pitch… just by moving the stumps. Choose the
crease lines to suit your junior age groups eg – At 16 or 18m or 15, 17 or 19 yards or bespoke.

3.

CHOOSE YOUR COLOUR, ACCESSORIES AND ANY BRANDING OPTIONS

Each pitch is available in a range of colour options. Green is our standard colour but beige and
blue are also readily available whilst we can also make any other colour as a bespoke order
(longer lead times apply). Each of the 4 pitch designs are available in any of our standard sizes
or go bespoke to suit your space or budget. 2G Flicx Match Pitches are supplied in two half pitch
batting end rolls and with a Flicx Safety trolley for easy movement and installation. These two
features give 2G Flicx Pitch customers great value, versatility, portability, and adaptability.

Rouse Hill Rams, The Cathedral School and a 14m Home Pitch with bespoke logo
In addition to branding options – it is also possible to personalise your 2G Flicx Pitch further by either creating your own pitch
design or requesting a specific tile pantone shade to match your brands colours to the pitch. (longer lead times apply)

OPTIMUM PERFORMANCE
Preparing a firm and flat under surface is
key to the performance of your 2G Flicx Pitch.
Please read our installation advice carefully on
page 14 to understand what is required of the
ground, before rolling out. Any problems you
can message our What’s App helpline for helpful
advice on +44 730 864 022
How your 2G Flicx Pitch will arrive and Flicx Stumps
8
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2G TECHNOLOGY, 5 YEAR
WARRANTY AND OUR
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
Each 2G Flicx Pitch is made using small interlocking thermo-plastic tiles made from LowDensity Polyethylene (LDPE) and manufactured by hand in the UK with each pitch made
bespoke to order by Rob. The LDPE material is specifically designed and chemically
formulated for heavy duty performance so is exceptionally durable and is perfectly suited for
cricket use. The pitch gives you excellent grip under foot and traction for both spin and pace
bowlers, as well as for use with all bowling machines thanks to bobble grip on the surface.

Rob Nafgzer
Expert Pitch Maker
and Dispatch Manager
rob@flicx.com

The natural give and soft properties of
the Flicx Pitch tiles provide cushioning
support to prevent fatigue and reduce
the risk of injuries. Another benefit is the
consistent and reliable bounce for both
bowlers and batsmen allowing you to
play your shots in confidence and hit the
pitch hard.

5

Green tile

Green ramp tile

•
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Flicx UK will repair or replace any
MANUFACTURING DEFECTS provided usage,
installation, handling, and maintenance is
correctly performed in line with the 2G Flicx Pitch
installation guide and other instructions provided
by the company.

•

20 Year Life Expectancy – Longevity and Value
of Money

•

The 2G Flicx Pitch will withstand a maximum
outside temperature of 65 degrees so is suitable
for all climates.

White quarter tile

Flicx Logo tile

•

If you are not fully satisfied with your 2G
Flicx Pitch in anyway, we will arrange to
collect the pitch from you (Covering the full
cost of UK collections) and offer you a full
refund (within 7 working days)

•

Independently Tested – The 2G Flicx Pitch
has been TESTED by the leading UK sports
surfaces laboratory (Labosport UK). The
2G Flicx Pitch came out far superior in
terms of its performance with reduced slip
and improved ball bounce
compared to the original Flicx
Pitch.

BUILT TO LAST

Each 2G Flicx Pitch comes with our 5 year warranty
but we anticipate if well maintained, the pitches
lifespan to be around 20 years!

Many Flicx Pitch customers around the world have utilised their 2G Flicx Pitch to
generate PR and national and local press coverage. Iceland Cricket used Flicx to
build the world’s most northernly cricket ground which was opened by the prime
minster whilst Aussie young gun Will Pucowski visited Druids Cricket Club to promote
the ACA Cricket Funding which develops community cricket provision in Australia.

Iceland Cricket and Druids Cricket Club and special guests

All 2G tiles are UV-Protected with 5
years colourfast stabilisation and can
withstand all weather extremes. The
small tile holes are also self-draining,
allowing water to flow through to the
ground underneath and encourage
growth of grass beneath the pitch. Flicx
pitches prevent damage to the grass
or wicket beneath it, whether it be on
placed in the garden at home, on the
outfield or on the main square!

YEAR WARRANTY

PR, PARTNERSHIPS AND
GROWING THE GAME

•

Read our case studies and
testimonials with thousands of
happy customers all around
the world

MONEY
BACK
GUARANTEE
TOTAL PEACE
OF MIND

COMMUNITY AND CHARITY PARTNERSHIPS
Changing lives through cricket and making a difference in emerging cricketing nations
Some of the most unusual cricket matches have provided
brilliant charity fundraising opportunities including the two
Guinness world record breaking games for the highest ever
cricket matches played. Various charities which use cricket as
a vehicle for social change, purchase 2G Flicx Pitches to help
create facilities required to deliver their programmes. Wicketz
for example teach life skills in areas of social deprivation
using cricket games and festivals to positively impact lives
whilst Essex Cricket Board host an annual TAPEBALL CRICKET
FESTIVAL at Leyton Orient FC to build relationships with the

South East Asian communities. The 2G Flicx Pitch is used
extensively in developing cricketing nations where turf wickets
are expensive and sometimes not viable. Timor Leste Cricket
now have a Match Pitch rolled out on a dirt area which has
revolutionised the standard of cricket possible in the country.
We are proud that the 2G Flicx Pitch can create facilities and
take cricket to places it has never been played before and in
doing so continue our vision at Flicx of changing lives through
sport, the reason for the creation of the original Flicx Pitch
well over 20 years ago.

Wicketz, Essex Tapeball Festival and Timor Leste Cricket
There are a huge number of examples of the 2G Flicx
Pitch having an impact in communities and being a
key tool in cricket development, especially where there
are a shortage or no turf wickets available. At the ICC
Academy in Dubai for example, Flicx Pitches cover the
outfield for the Warriors Schools programme whilst
in Luton, some lucky children had chance to meet
England and Kent’s Sam Billings on the ICC World
Cup Trophy Tour.

(Background image)

ICC Academy Dubai, ICC
Champions Trophy tour, Luton
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PLAY CRICKET ANYWHERE!
ICE, SAND OR CONCRETE

Richard Beghin
Owner
ricx@flicx.com

Flicx has taken cricket to places where it has never been played before which
builds on owner Richard’s passion for creating a level playing field in cricket
and breaking down racial barriers and why he developed the Flicx Pitch over
20 years ago. Flicx have hosted cricket in some very unusual venues including
Mt Everest, Mt Kilimanjaro, The Maasaai dessert, on a frozen lake, down a
slate mine, in the London Eye, under the Eiffel Tower and on Robben Island for
a truly historic game of cricket! Get creative to spread the word about your
club or charity and enjoy the power of cricket.
Many partners including Yorkshire Cricket Foundation
and Sierra Leonne Cricket Club have hosted beach cricket
festivals whilst Sydney Sixers took the idea a stage further an
ordered 5 magenta batting ends for the Sixers Beach Blast –
a fan engagement campaign to attract new Sixers fans ahead
of the Big Bash competition.

“The kids absolutely loved playing on the 2G Flicx pitches with
parents and families all wanting to take photos! If it wasn’t for
the pitches our tour would not have been the success that it was
and the team here at the Sixers will be utilising them further
with our community events, clinics and for our Fan Day here
at the SCG and throughout the season” Liz Mcpherson, Fan,
Activation & Community Manager, Sydney Sixers, Australia
We have worked with many other brands in cricket looking to
activate their sponsorships in a unique and visually impactful
way including a branded IPA pitch rolled out at test matches.

HOW DOES THE 2G FLICX
PITCH PERFORM, BOUNCE?
In 2014 Flicx UK created our 2G Flicx Pitch, after its original development and manufacture for
its early years in South Africa. Production on the new 2G pitch moved to the UK and a new
softer, grippier tile was developed with far superior performance for cricket providing customers
with added versatility.
The 2G Flicx Pitch now performs well on a range of under
surfaces so in addition to grass, clubs and schools can
now roll the same pitch out indoors, on astro and many
other options and use cases as described throughout this
brochure.

“The performance of the surface is exactly what you
would expect of any artificial or grass wicket. Providing
a consistent bounce, good carry and grip for seam and
spin bowlers; and giving batsmen confidence.” – Mark
Barrington, Cathedral School

BENEFITS OF THE 2G FLICX PITCH
• Good bounce, grip and pitch performance; a much
higher quality match or training session!

• One pitch, multiple applications
• Versatile! Suitable outdoors, indoors for juniors or
seniors, hardball or softball cricket

• Excellent value for money
• Realistic and comparable to the feel of a “turf wicket”
• Portable – move your pitch around easily with the Flicx

ON A CONCRETE BASE
The 2G Flicx Pitch can host cricket on playgrounds,
asphalt strips or other concrete surfaces like car parks.
•

The hard undersurface will create a firm / high
bounce with good carry for both soft / tennis ball
and hard ball games.

•

As Flicx Shockpad is recommended for use with the
Flicx pitch for both hard and soft ball to achieve a
realistic bounce and consistent performance

•

Soft ball on the Flicx pitch directly on these surfaces
is possible for juniors but not recommended for
senior / adult cricket.

•

Hard ball use of the Flicx pitch on concrete will
be erratic and potentially dangerous and is to be
discouraged for all age groups.

Using a 2G Flicx Pitch on a playground or carpark is
a great way to open up cricket to new audiences and
provide access to the sport on a developmental basis
before transitioning to other surfaces and venues.
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Ensure you have the following in place before purchasing!

• If your intended use is grass, make sure you can

access a lawnmower to cut the grass short before
you roll the pitch out and that this can be undertaken
regularly throughout the season. The pitch can be left
down for a short period, but we encourage the grass
to be cut under the pitch each week to maintain
performance and so that grass does not grow
through and start to embed the pitch into the surface
especially in wetter climates.

• If your intended use is on a 3G rubbercrumb or

synthetic – do speak to one of the Flicx team first so
we can look at the spec of your artificial and the
type of game you want to play to see if the pitch will
be a good solution for you or if testing needs to be
undertaken first

• Looking to roll out on concrete? We recommend the

use of a shockpad to reduce the bounce especially if
you are playing adult, hard ball cricket.

• Indoors – Some very old wooden floors with low

bounce will struggle with the 2G Flicx Pitch on top.
Again do chat to one of our friendly team if you
need any advice on the pitches performance on your
chosen subbase.

Safety Trolley

• Bright colourful coaching designs excite younger
players and help them develop their batting and
bowling skills.

FEATURES OF THE 2G FLICX PITCH
• 1 Match Pitch comes as 2 Batting Ends (for nets / on
the outfield/ indoors etc) just clip it together in the
middle to make your full pitch.

• Modular – Extend your Flicx Pitch
• Made to order in the UK with your choice of size
including bespoke options.

• Logo and pitch branding options available
As the 2G Flicx Pitch is made of interlocking tiles, its totally
modular and therefore it is possible to extend your pitches
length in future seasons or use it in much small sections
for training purposes. It’s “clipable” properties also give
you the functionality to replace any logos as your pitch
sponsors change or are added which is an opportunity for
clubs to create additional revenue streams.

SAVE YOUR VOLUNTEERS TIME AND
YOUR ORGANISATION MONEY
Preparing a turf wicket can be a very time-consuming
process and you might not have sufficient resource or
capacity, especially in hotter climates with the extra
expense associated with turf wickets Using a 2G Flicx Pitch
is a quick and easy way to solve this issue. Pitches can be
rolled out with minimal surface preparation by one or two
people. Schools and clubs are typically using Flicx to save
time by converting rugby and football fields into cricket
pitches in the summer and transforming the standard of their
nets whilst the longevity, durability, and cost effectiveness
of the product, means that an investment in Flicx, is one that
returns a great pitch, season after season.
All pitches are match ready and come with all crease and
wide markings, no need to paint, mark and cut pitch strips
as is the case with turf and maintenance is very minimal.
We provide training videos to demonstrate how to use,
move, store and install your pitch and have a whats app
helpline for any questions which might arise.
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To achieve optimal performance from your 2G Flicx Pitch, it is important our
installation instructions are followed especially on grass where preparation is
required before rolling out. TO GET THE BEST PERFORMANCE OUT OF YOUR
2G FLICX PITCH ALWAYS ENSURE IT IS ROLLED OUT ON A FIRM, FLAT SURFACE

0

COACHING ON THE 2G
FLICX PITCH – DEVELOP
YOUR PLAYERS SKILLS
Flicx have developed two coaching pitch designs with bright colours and targets.
Choose from either the 2G Flicx Skills pitch or the 2G Flicx Eagle Eyed pitch
and roll it out on your outfield, in the nets, on top of another synthetic surface or
convert a grass field or similar into a top cricket training facility.

PREPARATION ON GRASS
The 2G Flicx Pitch needs a little ground preparation to
ensure you get optimal performance. You need to identify
a firm and flat area and cut the grass short (down to under
15mm) so the pitch is flush to the under surface rather than
floating on top. Any high or low spots should be levelled.
Some customers choose to prepare a structural base instead
or you can roll on top of other surfaces including astroturf or
asphalt. The pitch can therefore be left down for the summer
so long as the grass underneath is cut to maintain optimal
bounce.

INSTALLATION
1. IDENTIFY
Select a firm, flat area 22 x 2m on your grass field where
you lay your 2G Flicx Pitch. Put on your gloves supplied.
2. PREPARE
Cut the grass short in this area. Grass should be cut to 1015mm with shorter grass giving you optimum performance.
Fill all divots with a similar compactable soil to the base
surface and level off any high spots. Rolling is recommended
for optimum performance before each use. (under the pitch)

MAINTENANCE
One of the key benefits of the 2G Flicx Pitch is that
it is an exceptionally LOW MAINTENANCE product;
no ground works are required so it is a big TIME
AND EXPENSE saver in terms of pitch preparation for
clubs and schools. The pitch is VERY DURABLE and
has a very LONG-LIFE SPAN, in fact several pitches
installed when we launched in 1997 are still being
used today!! The LONGJEVITY of this product brings
ADDED VALUE from your purchase but you can also
help extend the pitches life by using, maintaining, and
storing your pitch correctly and carefully following all
the advice provided with your pitch.
If any of the 2G Flicx Pitch square tiles get damaged
or broken, you can contact us for replacement tiles;
they simply clip in and out without affecting the
pitches performance.
If your pitch gets muddy or sandy, you can wash
it with a stiff brush or use a pressure washer to get
into the grooves to remove any dirt. This is highly
recommended before taking your pitch indoors for
winter nets.

THE EAGLE EYE PITCH is great for beginners … coloured
sections replicate those seen on TV which is both fun and
inspiring. At a basic skill level, the coloured tiles are used to
develop the ability to bowl at different lengths – with good,
short, full and yorker lengths marked out. These visual cues
help players focus their deliveries and achieve consistency.

THE SKILLS PITCH is the next stage up in a player’s
development with the targets assisting with both line and
length. Coaches can encourage bowling to the offside or
leg side at different lengths whilst batsmen will be able to
develop decision making skills and fine tune shot selections
based on where the ball is pitched.

These coaching designs are available in various lengths and as either a full pitch size or a batting end. Full
pitches can be easily split into two to host two smaller mini games which is a great way add fun and challenge
to your cricket training and offers great versatility and value for money for clubs and schools.

3. PLACE
Position your two strapped pitch rolls in the middle of the
strip. The 2G Flicx Match Pitch is rolled from the middle to
the two opposite creases so place both rolls parallel to each
other with the ends facing each other and remove the straps.
Do not unroll the pitch.

DO
9

Wear rubber soled
shoes

9

Prepare a firm, flat
surface before rolling

9

Use soil to fill up
divots

9

Make fine adjustments to align the connectors. This should be
done when the two sections are still rolled up. Once all the
connectors are correctly positioned, clip the two batting ends
together. Roll the two batting ends out from the middle to the
creases.

9

Wear gloves when
handling the pitch

Lay the pitch at least
30–45 minutes
before use

5. WAIT

8

Use metal spikes

8

Your 2G Flicx Pitch needs time to settle. We advise rolling
out your 2G Flicx Pitch 30-45 minutes prior to each use.
Failure to do this may result in low, uneven bounce at the
start of play.

8

Put sand under your
2G pitch

Lay in wet conditions
or on long grass

8

Use nails to pin the
pitch into the ground

4. ROLL OUT

DON’T

8

Let children move/
transport the pitch

Cricket Mentoring – Using a 2G Flicx Skills Throwdown on the outfield in their cricket camps and Sir Andrew Strauss
caught and bowled at Sportfest.
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“

“Purchasing a
second 2G Flicx
Pitch was an easy
business as well
as participation
decision to make.
The Flicx Pitch is a
game-changer!” –
Amanda Combes,
Beckenham CC

FURTHER TESTIMONIALS:
“The ever-growing junior cricket landscape demands
more facilities and facility optimisation, with the 2G
MAP Flicx Pitch; this allows more games to be played,
more often with a strong alignment to the Australian
Cricket Formats” – James Liggins, Cricket Australia
“The versatility of this product allows Middlesex
Cricket to take the game to communities where there is
poor or low provision of cricket pitches, it also allows
us to increase playing sites in London where green
space is in high demand and unfortunately reducing!”
– Katie Berry, Middlesex Cricket
“These durable and portable pitches allow for two
or more junior games to be played simultaneously
on the one oval, meaning traditional cricket issues of
space and pitch availability for juniors could become
a thing of the past. We can get a better critical mass
of players using one oval. It’s better for parents, better
for players, gives a greater atmosphere and a better
use of facilities” – Walkerville Cricket Club
“The 2G Flicx Pitch has met all our expectations,
it’s a great product and requires less ground
preparation and maintenance versus preparing a
natural turf wicket. It’s very functional and there is
similar performance to astro, without the expense or
groundworks” – William Belford, Holywood CC

“

“The Flicx Pitch is an extremely powerful piece of
equipment for the coaches and the ICC Academy, for
numerous reasons. The pitch allows us to transform our
ovals into an additional 2 grounds allowing us to play
more games in shorter spaces of times. The pitches
also create the ability for us to run junior tournaments
with far greater ease.”- ICC Academy, Dubai

Shop online, read our
latest case studies, see the
2G Flicx Pitch in action

WWW.FLICX.COM
The 2G Flicx Pitch is more
than a cricket pitch, it’s an
enabler to change lives …

CONNECT
WITH US
on social media to see our latest
customer case studies - @FlicxPitch

Flicx UK, Walltree House Farm,
Steane, Brackley, NN13 5NS

+44(0)1295 816765

